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Summary
In 1972, we proposed a theory of biological pattern
formation in which concentration maxima of pattern
forming substances are generated through local self-
enhancement in conjunction with long range inhibition.
Since then, much evidence in various developmental
systems has confirmed the importance of autocatalytic
feedback loops combined with inhibitory interaction.
Examples are found in the formation of embryonal
organizing regions, in segmentation, in the polarization
of individual cells, and in gene activation. By computer
simulations, we have shown that the theory accounts for
much of the regulatory phenomena observed, including
signalling to regenerate removed parts. These self-
regulatory features contribute to making development
robust and error-tolerant. Furthermore, the resulting
pattern is, to a large extent, independent of the details
provided by initial conditions and inducing signals.
BioEssays 22:753±760, 2000.
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Introduction

In 1744, Abraham Trembley, one of the pioneers of

developmental biology, discovered that fragments of the

freshwater polyp hydra can regenerate complete animals.(1)

It turned out that any section cut from the hydra body column

regenerates an animal with a head and a foot. These and

many subsequent findings on development and regeneration

in numerous animal systems raised questions about how

striking spatial patterning occurs and how normal develop-

ment can resume even after severe perturbations such as

cutting the organism into pieces. Morphogenetic gradients

specifying positional information were postulated,(2) raising

again the question of how such gradients are formed in the

first place and regulate as they do. Many scientists, up to the

time of Spemann in the thirties, had thought that it might be

impossible to find an explanation of these phenomena that

was based on mechanisms compatible with the known laws

of physics and chemistry. Now we know that rather

conventional molecular interactions are sufficient. A key

contribution was made by Turing who discovered, in 1952,

that the interaction of two substances with different diffusion

rates can generate spatial concentration patterns starting

from near-uniform initial distributions.(3) He deduced his

equation from an analysis of spatial destabilization created

by concentration waves of certain wave-lengths. His funda-

mental discovery initially raised relatively little interest among

developmental biologists, perhaps because of the questions

raised about the molecular basis and feasibility of the

proposed reactions, about the stability of the mathematical

solutions, and about the relationship of the solutions to the

observed phenomena in developmental regulation. In the

early seventies we proposed a theory of biological pattern

formation that placed special emphasis on certain striking

features of biological development,(4±6) in particular, activat-

ing effects (such as induction ) and inhibitory effects (such as

governing the spacing of structures and substructures). Our

equations are of the general reaction-diffusion type intro-

duced by Turing but the essential feature of our approach

was the role of autocatalysis in conjunction with lateral

inhibition. We have shown that this mechanism accounts for

the striking regulation shown by many different organisms

including hydra, the experimental model system in our

laboratory.

A lesson from vision: amplification of small

differences by lateral inhibition

Our theory was inspired by a concept long discussed in the

field of pattern recognition: lateral inhibition. Especially

stimulating to us was the work of Reichardt and Kirschfeld

in the neighbouring institute of Biological Kybernetics on

visual perception in the compound eye of Limulus and

insects. The observation that our visual system uses contrast

enhancement to detect minute differences in brightness goes

back to Ernst Mach in the middle of the last century.(7) He

realized that a change in the slope of a graded brightness is

recognized by the observer as a sharp border although this

border does not exist in reality. This contrast enhancement is

achieved in the retina by a local activation corresponding to

the actual stimulus, in conjunction with an inhibitory effect

that extends into the surroundings.(8,9) Inside a bright area,

the high activation is antagonized by a high inhibition while

inside a darker area, the lower activation elicits a lower

inhibition. In a region where different intensities are juxta-

posed, however, the high activation becomes even higher

since the inhibition spreading from the neighbouring darker
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area is low. On the darker side close to the edge, the

reversed situation holds: much inhibition spreads from the

bright area, causing an even darker appearance. In this way,

small differences in contrast become more pronounced. The

recognition of the faint contour lines of a series of distant

hills, for instance, illustrates the usefulness of this contrast

enhancement in human perception.

Long range inhibition on its own is

insufficient for pattern formation

Long range inhibition has long been recognized as an

essential element in pattern formation during development.

For example, Schoute(10) proposed that the spacing of

leaves result from a mutual inhibition of leaf primordia, such

that each new leaf can only appear at a certain distance from

the preceding one. In the patterning of insect epidermis,

Wigglesworth(11) interpreted the spacing of bristles and the

insertion of new bristles in the largest interstices in a similar

way. Near the turn of the century, by grafting small pieces of

hydra tissue, Browne(12) revealed that an existing head has

an inhibitory influence on the induction of a second one. This

inhibition fades with increasing distance from the existing

head. Finally, with the elucidation of the Delta-Notch pathway

for the transmission of inhibitory signals, lateral inhibition has

become the accepted explanation for the singling out of

future sensory bristle cells in Drosophila.(13)

Rarely, in the early work, did anyone ask why a leaf, a

bristle or a hydra head does not inhibit itself, given that it is in

the centre of the inhibition. A remarkable exception is

Waddington(14) who rejected the traditional proposal that a

hierarchy of self-limiting reactions provides the basis of

cellular differentiation(15) because such a scheme neglects

the fact that embryonic tissue tends to induce the differentia-

tion of its like rather than to suppress it. He, therefore,

proposed the opposite view: ``It is in fact more plausible to

suggest that differentiation is usually an autocatalytic

process'' (Ref. 14, p 193).

In processing visual inputs, contrast enhancement works

only when a certain pattern is given. The resulting perception

must reflect the actual visual input. In contrast, during

development the resulting pattern should be, to a large

degree, independent of the inducing trigger, i.e. the pattern

must be self-generating and self-regulating. Although the

absence of any initial asymmetry is a rare situation in normal

development, pattern formation is known to occur even

under these conditions. One example is the formation of

viable polyps from random aggregates of dissociated hydra

cells.(16) Therefore, pattern formation must be possible even

if no prior pattern is present. In the early sixties, Maruyma(17)

emphasized the role of deviation-amplifying processes by

positive feedback loops: insignificant or accidental kicks build

up and cause significant deviation from the initial conditions.

He interpreted a wide range of processes under this aspect:

the development of cities, patterns of erosion, interpersonal

processes and international conflicts.

Self-enhancement, a necessary complement

of lateral inhibition

In our adaptation of the neurophysiological concepts to

development, we postulated that in addition to long-range

inhibition, there is an activation with a strong local self-

enhancing component of short range.(4±6) (The range is the

mean distance a molecule can travel between its production

and disappearance. In the simplest case, it is determined by

the diffusion rate and the half-life of the molecule.) In such a

system, a homogeneous distribution of the self-enhancing

agent is unstable. A minute local increase of the activating

substance above the average concentration will grow further

due to the self-enhancing process while the concomitantly

produced inhibition down-regulates the activation in the

surrounding field. A final, stable situation is reached when

the local self-enhancement is at equilibrium with the

surrounding cloud of inhibition. Even random fluctuations

are sufficient to initiate this type of pattern. The simplest

molecular realization of this pattern-forming system consists

of an autocatalytic activator that also regulates the produc-

tion of its antagonist: the long-range inhibitor (Fig. 1). Since

for any molecular interaction, it is reasonable to assume that

the number of molecules disappearing per unit time is

proportional to the number of molecules present, the

production rate of the activator must contain non-linear

elements. This is satisfied, for instance, if the self-enhancing

reaction requires a dimerization of the activator, i.e., if two

activator molecules have to co-operate to fulfil their function.

Our theory provides a general recipe for designing

specific models. It allows for checking hypothetical interac-

tions and their non-linear characteristics as to whether they

can lead to stable patterns or not. It also provides an

explanation for the paradox mentioned above, namely that a

structure can strongly inhibit the same structure in its

neighbourhood without inhibiting itself: it is the balance

between local non-linear self-enhancement and the dilution

of the inhibition, due to its spread into the surroundings that

makes the activation resistant to inhibition even at its highest

point.

As demonstrated by computer simulations, patterns

generated in using our activator-inhibitor system are self-

regulating. For instance, if the activated region is removed,

the inhibitor-producing region is also removed. After the

decay of the remnant inhibitor, a new activation sets in by

autocatalysis (Fig. 2). The inhibitor production also resumes,

ensuring that the newly emerging activated region assumes

the correct profile. Gradients, symmetrical arrangements and

periodic distributions can be generated in this way (Fig. 1).

The maxima can have a spot- or a stripe-like shape; they can

be stable in time, oscillating or they can form travelling
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waves. These latter modes have been used to explain the

generation of the beautiful pigmentation patterns on tropical

sea shells.(18) Further, there are several ways within the

theory to endow a pattern-forming system with the capability

of proportion regulation. In such a case, the extension of an

activated region is always a certain fraction of the field size.

From the beginning, our activator-inhibitor approach was

directly linked to biological developmental regulation. In

contrast, Turing's approach was essentially mathematical.

He used a Fourier-type stability analysis of linear equations

based on the amplification of waves with certain spatial

wave-lengths after small perturbations. Although his theory

was not originally based on autocatalysis and lateral

inhibition, in an unpublished note found after his death, there

are sentences alluding to inhibitory principles: The amplitude

of waves is largely controlled by the concentration V of

`poison'.(19) On the other hand, we did not exploit the

potential of Fourier wave analysis in our original papers. The

relation between the two approaches is by no means

obvious. Only a close analysis has shown that the

mathematical content of both lines of thought is very

similar.(5,20,21) The equation with which Turing exemplified

his theory can also satisfy the condition of self-activation with

lateral inhibition. In retrospect, we may consider the latter

principle as a specification of conditions for pattern formation

based on reaction-diffusion mechanisms. From a different

perspective, however, one can regard molecular reaction-

diffusion mechanisms as a special case of the more general

principle underlying the generation and maintenance of many

structures. It is applicable not only to developmental

processes but also to patterns of neural activity, spatiotem-

poral population dynamics,(22) formation of sand dunes and

other inorganic patterning,(23) the rise of towns and also of

various psychological processes.

Our lateral inhibition rules subsume indirect inhibition

resulting from a depletion of a substance required for the

autocatalytic process.(24) With this one generalization, for the

simplest two-factor case, our rules can be shown mathema-

tically to be the only mode of pattern generation.

What about pattern formation in systems with more than

two variables? Biologically, this is the most likely situation.

Feedback loops can consist of long chains of reactions. What

is our criterion for pattern formation in this situation? We

might think of collecting those compounds that have

autocatalytic effects and analysing them individually but

this approach leads nowhere. For instance, activation can

result just from two substances that inhibit each other

mutually, allowing for pattern formation even if there is not

a single directly self-enhancing reaction. A more adequate

approach is different: apply the lateral inhibition concept from

the outset and begin the analysis by sorting the molecules

involved into those with a short range on the one hand, and

those subject to a wider distribution in the tissue on the other.

Pattern formation occurs if the short-range subset, taken

together, is in itself autocatalytic as a system whereas

the system as a whole, including the long-range compo-

nents, must be able to prevent an overall autocatalytic

explosion. In this way, the concept of ``pattern formation

by the conjunction of activation and inhibition'' can be

generalized into multi-component systems, with activation

and inhibition as features of subsystems rather than of

individual substances.(5) Nevertheless, the basic regula-

Figure 1. Pattern formation by autocatalysis and long-range inhibition. A: The simplest reaction scheme: an activator (green)
catalyses its own production and that of its highly diffusing antagonist, the inhibitor (red). B, C: Computer simulation of pattern formation

in a chain of cells. Random fluctuation in the ability of the cells to perform the reaction (blue squares) are sufficient to initiate pattern

formation. The initial, an intermediate and the finally stable distributions are shown. B: In a field of the size not much above the activator
range, only a graded distribution is possible. C: In a field larger than the range of the inhibitor, several maxima emerge. Under this

condition, the spacing is somewhat irregular but a maximum and minimum distance is maintained (details and software for simulations

are given in Ref. 18).
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tory capabilities that characterize biological development are

maintained. In the course of time, a substantial body of

literature has built up around pattern forming reactions.(25±27)

Pattern formation within cells and

tissues are based on the same principles

Pattern formation takes place not only in fields of cells but

also within single cells. The mechanism described above

is appropriate for intracellular activation if the spread of the

self-enhancing component is restricted within the cell, for

instance, by an attachment to the cell cortex. In contrast, the

antagonistic reaction has to spread more freely, perhaps

within the cytoplasm. The egg of the brown algae Fucus is a

well-investigated model system for pattern formation in

single cells. The cell is initially almost symmetric. The

localization of the outgrowth of the rhizoid and the orientation

of the first cell division require a pattern-forming event.

Almost any external cue can orient this pattern(28) but the

resulting pattern is independent of the trigger. In the absence

of an external asymmetry, the polarization occurs in a

somewhat delayed fashion and with a random orientation,

suggesting that the symmetric situation is unstable and a

pattern has to be formed. The first reliable indications of the

polarization of the cell are localized currents of Ca2� ions.(29)

Artificial asymmetric permeabilization by application of

calcium ionophores can orient the outgrowth of the Fucus

egg(30) and that of growth cones.(31) Currents of Ca2� ions

are well known to have self-enhancing components,(32)

suggesting a link to the proposed mechanism for pattern

formation. In a somewhat more complex form, the theory can

describe the maintenance of the high sensitivity against

external cues that is characteristic of and required for

chemotactic cells or navigating growth cones.(33)

Molecular candidates for

activator-inhibitor systems

With the advances in gene cloning and the isolation of

relevant molecules, several systems have emerged that

are good candidates for activator-inhibitor systems. In this

section we present examples of such systems. The following

Figure 2. Generation and regeneration of the head signal in hydra. A: HyBra1 is indicative for a head forming signal.(45) B±E: After

head removal, the signal reappears after 3h (C), it is fully present at 4 h (D) and after 48h, tentacles become visible (E). F,G: Computer

simulation of a pattern formation from a near homogeneous initial situation and regeneration. The density of dots indicates local

concentrations. Shown are successive time steps. A high concentration of the autocatalytic head activator (blue) emerges on one side of
the field. It is in an dynamic equilibrium with the long ranging inhibitor (red). By an appropriate coupling the foot activator (black) appears

at the opposite end of the field.(58) After head removal (G), first the remnant inhibitor decays. Due to autocatalysis, a new activation is

``fired'' that become shaped by the concomitantly produced inhibitor. Somewhat delayed, the foot activator regenerates too. Animated

simulations are available at http://www.eb.tuebingen.mpg.de/abt.4/meinhardt/theory.html. (Photographs A±E kindly supplied by
U. Technau).
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list is certainly not exhaustive and the function assigned to

one or the other component may change in the future. The

list is intended to demonstrate only that a strong correspon-

dence has emerged between the molecules found and the

ingredients predicted by our theory.

A principal element in the formation of founder cells of the

regularly arranged ommatidia of the Drosophila eye is the

gene atonal. This gene contains an autoregulatory element

based presumably on a direct binding of the Atonal protein to

the enhancer region.(34) The antagonistic reaction in this

example depends on the Delta-Notch system, scabrous(35)

and hedgehog.(36) Similarly, the key gene for the formation of

sensory bristles in Drosophila, the achaete-scute complex,

contains enhancer elements that bind the Scute protein.(37)

In this system the inhibition also works via the Delta-Notch

system.(13) Recently, it has been shown that Delta is not only

a ligand expressed on the cell surface but that it can be

cleaved off and spread over several cell diameters.(38)

Similar reactions have been found in the spacing of hairs

on the leaves of Arabidopsis.(39)

In the blue-green algae Anabaena, about every seventh

cell differentiates to a nitrogen-fixating cell termed hetero-

cyst. Whenever two heterocyst cells become separated (due

to cell proliferation) by more than about ten cells, an

interstitial cell also differentiates into a heterocyst.(40,41) We

now know that there is a small protein that acts as an

inhibitor of this process. Over-expression of this protein leads

to a general down-regulation of heterocyst formation, while

abolishing its action causes almost all cells to differentiate

into heterocysts.(42) These results are in full agreement with

the expectations from the model.

Similar interactions can also be found in higher organ-

isms. In the generation of highly regular feather patterns,

BMP-2 and BMP-4 are involved in the lateral inhibition,(43)

while FGF-4 and sonic hedgehog are elements of the acti-

vating mechanism.(44) In these investigations, the regions in

which genes for activating and inhibiting molecules are

transcribed were determined. As expected from the theory,

these regions coincide in most cases. A more direct com-

parison with the theory, however, would require knowledge

of the actual ranges of the signalling molecules involved.

Of particular interest are molecules likely to be involved in

the primary pattern formation of hydra. As shown by

Technau and Bode(45) the brachyury homologue HyBra1 is

transcribed in the head region. Upon head removal, the

activity of this gene reappears after 3±4 h (Fig. 2). In

vertebrates an autocatalytic loop exists between the tran-

scription factor brachyury and the secreted factor FGF, a

reaction enabling a spread of the self-enhancing reaction.(46)

Whether a similar loop exists in hydra is not yet known. While

the inhibitory molecules identified so far in other systems are

only of short range, experimental evidence suggests that in

this case the range can be quite large. An existing head of a

hydra inhibits head formation along the entire body column.

The molecular basis of such long-range inhibitory signalling

is still unknown.

An example of pattern formation by activation resulting

from inhibition of inhibition may be the patterning system that

leads to the separation of the axial and more lateral

structures in vertebrate development. The key components

of two pathways, chordin/noggin/follistatin on the one hand

and BMP-4 on the other, inhibit each other mutually. This

mutual inhibition may represent, in fact, a hidden self-

activation. Such reactions by themselves could only work as

a switch in which either one or the other component wins. To

ensure that both regions are formed in the correct propor-

tions, a long-range antagonistic interaction is again required.

A BMP-3 related molecule has been found that has the

corresponding anti-dorsalizing action.(47,48) This finding has

been regarded as a paradox: molecules are produced in the

organizing region that suppress organizer formation when

over-expressed. This is exactly what is expected, however, if

in the wild-type situation, self-enhancement and inhibition

balance each other. Again, although the antagonist has to

spread further, the region in which the activator and the

antagonist are produced should be identical.

Pattern formation and cell response:

related mechanisms cause reliability

The activator-inhibitor mechanism described above allows

the generation of graded concentration profiles that can

instruct cells about their positions in a field. In other words, it

allows the generation of positional information. Remarkably,

the response of the cells (i.e. the activation of genes to

achieve a position-specific cell differentiation) requires the

same components: autoregulation and competition. In a

particular developmental situation, a group of cells may have

different options for its fate. These options become realized

by activation of particular genes. To make the correct

decisions under the influence of a morphogenetic gradient,

minute concentration differences must be sufficient for the

difference in gene expression. The formal correspondence

between pattern formation and gene activation is easy to

see. Patterning in space requires activation at a particular

location and inhibition in the remaining field. Analogously, the

selection of a particular pathway requires the activation of the

gene required for the particular pathway and the suppression

of those genes that would lead to all other pathways

available to the cell in this situation. Based on this analogy,

it has been proposed that stable gene activation requires

autoregulation of genes as well as the competition among

alternative genes.(49) Since then, many genes have been

found that are regulated in this way. The genes Deformed (50)

or twist (51) are examples. Such an interaction leads to an

unambiguous response by the cells with well-defined thresh-

olds, and allows the maintenance of gene activation even
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when the evoking signals are no longer present. These

two features contribute substantially to the reliability of

development.

Segmentation: lateral inhibition by

a long-range promotion of an

antagonistic feedback loop

The final stage of segmentation in insects can be described

in terms of a mutual activation of cell states that locally

exclude each other. The self-enhancing feature in such multi-

component systems is the difference of activation between

neighboring areas. Our model(52) has found support by the

elucidation of the engrailed/wingless interaction.(53) Lateral

inhibition works in this case not by a direct suppression of

the same autocatalytic loop in the neighbourhood but by

the lateral activation of a second autocatalytic loop that, in

turn, locally suppresses the first. This leads to a situation

in which two adjacent cell states need each other in a

symbiotic manner. If one of the loops is defective due to a

mutation, the other degenerates also, in full agreement

with the observation.

The role of initial asymmetries

Although not required for de novo pattern formation, initial

asymmetries are found in many biological systems. Hydra

regeneration provides a good example. Fragments of the

body column regenerate complete organisms with head and

foot. The orientation of the pattern is determined by the

polarity of the regenerating tissue: the head appears always

on the side pointing originally towards the head. In other

words, it is the relative position of a cell within the fragment

that determines whether it will participate in the formation of

a head, a foot, or whether it will remain a part of the body

column. We attribute this polarity to a gradient in the ability of

the tissue to perform the pattern-forming reaction, a property

we have called source density. The source density gradient

extends across the tissue from head to foot. Hence, the

apical part of a fragment always has an advantage in the

competition to regenerate the head activation and this part

will always win. The initial asymmetry only orients the

pattern. In contrast, the profile of the head-activation signal

is self-regulating and independent of the asymmetry. In the

course of regeneration, the head activation reappears first.

Under its influence, the source gradient becomes re-

established as a slow response. This process prevents the

asymmetry within the tissue from being diluted out during

several rounds of regeneration. As one can see, the theory

describes not only how the head-inducing signal can be

formed and maintained in a dynamic way but also how the

tissue can maintain its polarity.

A source gradient within a tissue may be of biological

significance in several ways. For the development of a polar

structure, no time-consuming competition is required. Due to

the pronounced advantage of one side, it is clear which site

will become activated. Further, a single organizing region

can be maintained even if the total extension of the field

increases due to growth beyond the mean-range of the

inhibitor. Regions further away from the organizing region

become less and less competent to perform the autocata-

lysis, rendering a spontaneous formation of a secondary

organizing region less likely. So far, in hydra we do not know

the molecular basis of this asymmetry but molecules are

known that interfere with this graded property. After treat-

ment with Diacylglycerol, for instance, the whole tissue

obtains a near-head character.(54) Multiple heads and iso-

lated tentacles are formed, demonstrating that the apical

dominance has been lost. This observation suggest that the

source density is sensitive to manipulation of the second

messenger pathway.

Is self-organization by autocatalysis and lateral inhibition

also involved in Spemann's organizer? In contrast to

comparatively simple systems of de novo pattern formation

such as regenerating hydra tissue, organizer formation and

function are complex processes. Yet, it appears that self-

organization of patterns plays a crucial role, though the

competence for such processes is restricted in space and

time during development. The Spemann organizer in

amphibians is an example. An early removal of organizer

can be compensated(55) but only as long as the removed

sector is smaller than 30�. Nevertheless, the work by

Nieuwkoop(56) convincingly demonstrated that the amphibian

organizer is based on a pattern-forming reaction. He made

aggregates from dissociated animal and vegetal cells. Their

juxtaposition lead not only to the induction of mesodermal

tissue along the common border but also to the formation of

one or more new organizing regions within this new

mesodermal zone. Therefore, organizing regions can be

formed even after any spatial cues imposed by sperm entry

and cortical rotation are eliminated (by dissociation and re-

aggregation). Organizer formation does not require preloca-

lized determinants but can also happen when cells that are

capable of generating the pattern-forming reaction become

randomly distributed. What is important is that the prerequi-

sites are present, not that they are spatially localized.

Further support for the view that organizer formation is

based on a genuine patterning process comes from the

chicken and mouse developments. In early chick develop-

ment, a separation of the blastodisc into several fragments

leads to the formation of separate embryos in each

fragment,(57) a regulation analogous to the regeneration in

hydra. Occasionally, two embryos are also formed sponta-

neously. They appear at opposite positions, so that one of

the embryos appears at a side disfavoured by the initial

asymmetry imposed by gravity. This, however, is expected if

long-range inhibition plays an important role. In the mouse,

there is little initial asymmetry in the fertilized egg and a
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spontaneous splitting of the early embryo can lead to

identical twins, indicating that the final stage of mouse

development is not under the control of a fixed deposition of

determinants.

Conclusions

Development requires a chain of hierarchically nested

reactions, each depending on previous steps and controlling

subsequent steps. The general scheme of local self-

enhancement and long-range inhibition seems to be a very

important component in making this chain reliable and error-

tolerant. Growing evidence shows the recurrence of this

general scheme in many different developmental situations,

from single cells to mammalian embryology. We hope that

our concepts will facilitate the understanding of the many

complex-appearing webs of molecular interactions involved

in development.
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